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Abstract 

 

Development of a Fluorescence Model for the Determination of  

Constants Associated with Binding, Quenching, and FRET Efficiency 

and Development of an Immobilized FRET-Peptide Sensor for Metal 

Ion Detection 

 

 

Shelly Lynn Casciato, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  James A. Holcombe 

 

 

This thesis presents a modeling program to obtain equilibrium information for a 

fluorescent system.  Determining accurate dissociation constants for equilibrium 

processes involving a fluorescent mechanism can prove to be quite challenging.  

Typically, titration curves and non-linear least squares fitting of the data using computer 

programs are employed to obtain such constants.  However, these approaches only 

consider the total fluorescence signal and often ignore other energy transfer processes 

within the system.  The current model considers the impact on fluorescence from 

equilibrium binding (viz., metal-ligand, ligand-substrate, etc.), quenching and resonance 

energy transfer.  This model should provide more accurate binding constants as well as 

insights into other photonic processes.  The equations developed for this model are 
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discussed and are fit to experimental data from titrimetric experiments.  Since the 

experimental data are generally in excess of the number of parameters that are needed to 

define the system, fitting is operated in an overdetermined mode and employs error 

minimization (either absolute or relative) to define goodness of fit.  Examples of how 

changes in certain parameters affect the shape of the titrimetric curve are also presented.   

The detection of metal ions is very important, causing a need for the development 

of a metal ion sensor that provides selectivity, sensitivity, real-time in situ monitoring, 

and a flexible design.  In order to be able to perform in situ monitoring of trace metal 

ions, FRET-pair labeled peptides were attached to a Tentagel® resin surface.  After 

soaking in nonmetal and metal solutions (pH = 7.5), the resin beads gave an enhanced 

response in the presence of Hg2+ and Zn2+.  Using a t-test, the signals of the beads that 

were soaked in a solution of each of these metal ions (and that of Cd2+) were determined 

to be significantly different from beads soaked in a solution without metal.  However, the 

standard deviation between a set the beads was too large in order to differentiate a bead 

that was soaked in nonmetal solution versus one soaked in a metal containing solution.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

1.1 THE CONCERN OF HEAVY METAL IONS IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

Heavy metal ions are emitted into air, surface waters, and soil through several 

different processes.[1]  There is a growing concern in regards to metal ion content in the 

environment due to the negative effects that they pose on human health.  For example, 

arsenic exposure can lead to skin cancer as well as other skin lesions such as 

hyperkeratosis and changes in pigmentation.  This concern is additionally exacerbated by 

the fact that the presence of metal ions is a recirculating issue and that, in some parts of 

the world, the concentration of metal ions appears to be increasing.  To emphasize the 

extent of heavy metal ion contamination in the state of Texas, of the 161 Superfund sites 

7% have metal ion contamination in water, 32% have metal ion contamination in soil and 

sediments, and 25% have metal ion contamination in both.  Therefore, 64% of all the 

Superfund sites in Texas have heavy metal ion contamination.[2]  In order to remedy this 

concern for toxic heavy metal ions in the environment, remediation and detection 

methods are continually being developed and implemented.          

1.2  TYPICAL METAL ION DETECTION TECHNIQUES 

In order to provide informative information about the metal ion content of a 

particular sample, metal ion detection techniques are necessary.  Components of an ideal 

metal ion detector include excellent selectivity, high sensitivity (to detect metals in the 

ppm-ppb range), flexible design, low cost, and ease of integration for the purpose of in 

situ monitoring.  The most common means by which metal ions are detected in a given 

sample is through atomic absorption spectroscopy or inductively coupled plasma mass 
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spectrometry.  These methods provide excellent sensitivity (ppm/ppb range); however, 

they lack ease of portability.  For these detection techniques, grab samples are obtained 

and transported to the lab for analysis.  To this end, the creation of a metal ion detector 

that can perform analysis on site would be ideal.   

 1.3  FLUORESCENCE SENSORS FOR METAL ION DETECTION 

Excellent sensitivity is one of the main attributes of an ideal metal ion detector.  

Detectors that utilize fluorescence can provide good sensitivity in contrast to other 

detection protocols.  Different kinds of fluorescence mechanisms have been utilized for 

the purpose of metal ion detection.  The two most commonly used mechanisms are 

fluorescence quenching and chelation enhanced fluorescence (CHEF). 

Metal ion quenching is typically caused by the metal ion interacting directly with 

a fluorophore in such a manner as to cause a decrease in the fluorescence signal of the 

fluorophore.  Metal ion quenching has been used with fluorophores such as dansyl,[3-14] 

coumarin,[15] lucifer yellow,[16] and anthracene.[17-24]  Although the detection of 

metal ions via fluorescence quenching has been utilized for a wide range of metal ions, 

methods that use quenching as a detection mechanism tend to be less sensitive than 

methods that actually produce a fluorescence signal.  In addition, it might be hard to 

distinguish metal ion quenching from the degradation of the sensor itself. 

CHEF, on the other hand, actually produces an enhanced fluorescence response 

upon metal ion binding.  Since the work of Walkup and Imperiali,[25] CHEF has been 

utilized for the detection of several metal ions, typically by utilizing a dansyl moiety as 

the fluorescent species.[26-35]  Though CHEF offers an enhanced fluorescence response 

over quenching, CHEF suffers the disadvantage of having an inflexible design.  When 

utilizing CHEF, the metal ion coordinates not only to the fluorophore to give an enhanced 
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response, but also to the substrate to which the fluorophore is attached in order to achieve 

the desired selectivity.  Therefore, the detector (the fluorophore) and the substrate are 

dependent upon each other.  In order to achieve good selectivity and an enhanced 

response, the entire system needs to be specifically adjusted to make sure that the metal 

ion binds to both entities.  It would be better to have a system where the detection 

mechanism and the substrate that is selecting the metal ion are independent from each 

other.  This would make the sensor a very flexible system that can be easily adjusted for 

the detection of different target metal ions.   

1.4  FÖRSTER RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a nonradiative energy transfer 

mechanism between two species:  a donor and an acceptor.[36]  The donor is promoted to 

an excited state by absorption of a photon.  Once in the excited state, the donor can 

nonradiatively transfer its energy to an acceptor.  The acceptor can then emit at its typical 

emission wavelength.  Figure 1.1 shows a Jablonski diagram of FRET: 
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Figure 1.1  Jablonski diagram of FRET 

In order for a FRET process to occur, there are several conditions that have to be 

met.  The first is that there has to be an overlap between the donor’s emission spectrum 

and the acceptor’s excitation spectrum as shown in Figure 1.2: 
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Figure 1.2  An example of FRET conditions that show the excitation of the donor (Dex), 
emission of the donor (Dem), the excitation of the acceptor (Aex), the 
emission of the acceptor (Aem) and the overlap between the donor’s 
emission spectrum and the acceptor’s excitation spectrum (darkened region). 

Another FRET requirement is that the donor’s emission dipole moment and the 

acceptor’s absorption dipole moment are in favorable orientation with each other.  The 

last major requirement is that the donor and the acceptor need to be in close proximity to 

one another.  This fact was first observed by Förster in 1948, who related the efficiency 

of energy transfer (E) to the distance between the donor and the acceptor (R) as well as 

the Förster critical distance (Ro) and shown in eq. 1:[37]  

 
𝐸 =  𝑅𝑜

6

𝑅𝑜
6+𝑅6          (1) 

 

The Förster distance is defined as the distance between the donor and the acceptor 

where the transfer efficiency is 50%.  Typically, this value is between 1.5-6.0 nm.   
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Since the discovery of FRET, it has been utilized for several different purposes.  

One such application of FRET is its use as a spectroscopic ruler for a wide variety of 

biological macromolecules such as DNA, RNA, and proteins.[38]   

1.5 METAL ION DETECTION USING FRET-LABELED PEPTIDES 

In order to utilize FRET as a detection mechanism for metal ions, the ion of 

interest has to be first “selected” from the other metal ions present in the same sample.  

There are several metal ion chelators that are found in nature that selectively bind to 

metal ions.  However, in order for proteins to bind to the metal ion of interest, the protein 

often has to rely on its tertiary structure to accommodate coordination to the metal ion.  

Synthetic peptides, on the other hand, are more flexible and do not have to possess an 

initial tertiary structure but rather can alter its structure to bind to the metal ion.  The 

peptide essentially “wraps” around the metal ion as it binds.  In addition to the peptide’s 

flexibility, numerous studies have shown that peptides can achieve metal ion selectivity 

based on the functionalities of the amino acids integrated within the peptide chain.  For 

example, poly-L-cysteine tends to bind to soft acid metals such as Cd2+ and Pb2+ more 

easily than other metals.[39-41]  Also, there have been studies that have utilized peptide 

fragments from metal selective proteins to bind to metal ions.[42, 43]  Therefore, 

peptides not only have a flexible structure, but they also can be constructed to achieve the 

desired selectivity of the metal ion of interest. 

Since peptides change their confirmation upon metal binding, FRET can be used 

to detect this change.  For example, a FRET pair could be attached to opposite ends of the 

peptide chain.  As the peptide wraps around the metal as it binds, the two fluorophores 

move closer together, decreasing in distance but increasing the FRET efficiency.  In turn, 

the emission signal of the acceptor will increase as a consequence of an increase in 
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energy transfer efficiency from the donor, and the emission signal of the donor will 

consequently decrease due to this energy transfer.  This mechanism is shown 

schematically in Figure 1.3: 

 

 

Figure 1.3  A peptide labeled with a donor (D) and acceptor (A) fluorophore (excited 
with an initial intensity at λo) binds to a metal ion (Mn+).  The peptide wraps 
around the metal, decreasing the distance between the fluorophores.  In turn, 
this decreases the emission signal of the donor (at λ1) and increases the 
emission signal of the acceptor (at λ2).     

This type of system offers many benefits over typical fluorescence detectors.  A 

potential increase in the acceptor’s emission signal is observed thus producing an 

enhanced response and potentially improving the sensitivity of the sensor.  Additionally, 

the peptide chain can be customized to achieve specific selectivity.  The amino acids of 

the peptide sequence can be chosen based on their known binding preference for a certain 
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metal, or a fragment of a known metal binding protein can be utilized to achieve 

selectivity as well.  Also, this system incorporates a detection mechanism (FRET) and a 

selector (peptide) that are independent of each other.  This makes the sensor extremely 

flexible in design, affording the detection of several metal ions by changing the peptide 

sequence only.  Furthermore, a FRET pair can be chosen so that the excitation is in the 

visible region of the spectrum.  This provides the additional implication that an 

inexpensive LED or laser diode can be used for excitation.  The FRET pair can also be 

chosen such that the excitation wavelength and the monitored emission wavelength can 

be greatly separated.  This gives the opportunity to employ a simple filter to isolate the 

detected emission signal. 

This type of FRET-labeled peptide detection for metal ions has only been 

successfully utilized twice.  In 1996, Godwin and Berg used the FRET pair lissamine 

rhodamine B and fluorescein labeled on a peptide for the detection of Zn2+.[44]  This 26-

residue peptide was based on the zinc finger motif.  In 1998, Pearce, Walkup, and 

Imperiali created a peptide sensor using the ACTUN motif for the detection of Ni2+ and 

Cu2+.[45]  The FRET pair utilized in this study was 7-diethylaminocoumarin-3-

carboxylic acid and lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl chloride.  Although Cu2+ gave a 

quenched response, Ni2+ provided an enhanced emission response for the sensor.  They 

also determined that this sensor was quite selective for Ni2+ versus other metal ions that 

were observed.   

1.6  IMMOBILIZATION OF METAL ION SENSORS 

In order for a heavy metal ion sensor that utilizes fluorescence detection to be 

easily utilized for continuous monitoring in situ, the sensor should be immobilized, i.e., 

attached to a surface.  There have been a few studies that immobilized a fluorescence-
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based sensor onto a surface.  However, many of them operate using a fluorescence 

quenching mechanism[4, 46-52] or have an inflexible design that makes them only useful 

for one metal.[53]  However, immobilization of a FRET-labeled peptide onto a surface 

could afford a sensitive as well as selective system that could be utilized to detect heavy 

metal ions on site.       

1.7  FOCUS OF THESIS 

Determining accurate dissociation constants for equilibrium processes involving a 

fluorescent mechanism can prove to be quite challenging.  Typically, titration curves and 

non-linear least squares fitting of the data are usually employed to obtain such constants.  

However, these approaches only consider the total fluorescence signal and not all the 

fluorescence mechanisms occurring within the system.  To this end, Chapter 2 details the 

design of an equilibrium modeling system which takes into consideration all the 

fluorescence processes involved (i.e. quenching, Förster Resonance Energy Transfer, 

etc.). This model should provide a more accurate binding constant as well as insights into 

other photonic processes, including the determination of fluorescence-based constants 

(e.g. FRET efficiency).    

Chapter 3 entails the creation of an immobilized FRET pair-labeled 10-residue 

MerP fragment peptide for the detection of metal ions.  The peptide was immobilized 

onto Tentagel® resin.  An enhanced response of the sensor in the presence of metal ions 

was the ultimate objective.       
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Chapter 2:  Development of a Fluorescence Model for the 
Determination of  

Constants Associated with Binding, Quenching, and FRET Efficiency 

 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

The determination of accurate dissociation constants for an equilibrium process is 

vital and provides important information on the binding affinity for the system.    Such 

information is necessary to understand and compare equilibrium processes such as 

protein/ligand, acid/base, enzyme/substrate, and ligand/metal interactions.  Before 

nonlinear regression was employed, linearization of data was commonplace.  For the 

complexation of one species to another, a binding isotherm was employed.  For example, 

using the data from the isotherm, a Scatchard plot was typically used to obtain a 

dissociation constant.[54] 

This study will observe circumstances in which the complex that is formed is 

monitored by fluorescence.  Such methods typically involve monitoring a fluorescent 

molecule (or a molecule attached to a fluorophore) while a titrating species is being 

added to it, changing the fluorescence intensity accordingly.  Now that nonlinear 

regression programs are routine, the most common practice for determining dissociation 

constants for a fluorescent detection system is by utilizing a fractional saturation plot 

with programs such as Origins® or Graphpad® to nonlinearly best fit the plot of the data 

in order to determine the desired dissociation constant.[55]  There have been several 

examples of the implementation of this method for systems involving detection using 

quenching,[56, 57] fluorescence enhancement,[57] and Förster Resonance Energy 

Transfer (FRET).[44, 58] 
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Although this method is frequently an acceptable means to determine dissociation 

constants, it can be flawed.  It takes into account the total fluorescence that is measured 

from the system and assumes that one can directly relate the measured signal to the 

concentration of the complex formed when, in actuality, there may be two species, e.g., 

the bound species which produces one signal and an unbound species that produces 

another signal.  In addition, this method does not consider the possibility of other 

fluorescent processes that could be occurring in the system of interest that alter the signal.    

Therefore, it could be useful to develop a model that incorporates a multitude of 

excitation and relaxation processes for all the equilibrium species present that impact the 

final fluorescent signal.  The main fluorescent mechanisms on which the current model 

will focus are quenching and FRET.  From this model, it is anticipated that such 

equilibrium parameters as dissociation constants for the complex and fluorescence 

parameters such as quenching constants and FRET efficiencies can be extracted.  This 

model was created such that this important information can be obtained for any 

equilibrium system of interest (i.e., metal/ligand, protein/ligand, etc.).  It is important to 

note that this is not a “universal model” since several assumptions are made.   

2.2  THEORY      

The developed model attempts to account for many interactions between the 

species present in the equilibrium reaction, including excitation and relaxation processes 

such as absorption, quenching, and resonance energy transfer.  The output of interest is 

the fluorescent intensity at a monitored emission wavelength for incident light at a single 

excitation wavelength.  It is important to note that the model also makes several 

assumptions:  A single binding site exists between the two species upon complexation; 

there can be two possible quenching mechanisms occurring in the system; and 
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photobleaching of the fluorophore(s) and “chelation enhanced fluorescence” are not 

considered. 

In an attempt to keep the discussion of the model as general as possible, this paper 

will consider several fluorescent equilibrium systems:  an equilibrium system involving 

quenching, an equilibrium system involving FRET where the donor and acceptor 

fluorophores are located on separate species, and an equilibrium system involving FRET 

where the donor and acceptor are placed on the same species.    

2.2.1  Formation of a Complex 

Before deriving the model, a brief explanation of important experimental 

information needs to be established.  Generally, to conduct an experiment where a 

complex is formed, a fluorescent species with a fixed concentration (Y) will be titrated 

with another species (Z).  The dissociation equilibrium is represented by eq. 1: 

𝑌𝑍 ⇌ 𝑌 + 𝑍 (1) 

The dissociation constant (Kd) is given by: 

 
𝐾𝑑 = [𝑌] [𝑍]

[𝑌𝑍]
 (2) 

 

and the respective mass balance equations are:  

 

[𝑌]𝑇 = [𝑌] + [𝑌𝑍] (3) 

[𝑍]𝑇 = [𝑍] + [𝑌𝑍] (4) 

 

2.2.2  Determining the Fluorescence Signal 

The emission intensity (IF) of the fluorescent species Y can be described as: 
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𝐼𝐹 = 𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝑌∗𝑏∗[𝑌]� ∗  𝜙𝑌 (5) 

 

where Io is the intensity of the incident light entering the volume that will be observed in 

fluorescence, εY is the molar absorptivity of Y (which is ether a fluorescent molecule or a 

species with a fluorophore attached to it), b is the path length associated with the 

fluorescent volume, [Y] is the concentration of the free fluorescent species present, and 

ϕY is the quantum yield of Y.   

2.2.3  Formation of a Fluorescent Complex 

If only the complex fluoresces, the signal intensity can be expressed by:   

 

𝐼𝐹 =  𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝑌𝑍∗𝑏∗[𝑌𝑍]� ∗ 𝜙𝑌𝑍 (6) 

 

where εYZ is the molar absorptivity of the complex and ϕYZ is the quantum yield of the 

complex.  Using eqs. 2-4, [YZ] in eq. 6 can be replaced and expressed in terms of known 

quantities of the species present and Kd as shown in eq. 7:  

 

[𝑌𝑍] =   [𝑍]𝑇+[𝑌]𝑇+𝐾𝑑− �([𝑍]𝑇+[𝑌]𝑇+ 𝐾𝑑)2−4∗[𝑌]𝑇∗ [𝑍]𝑇
2

 (7) 

 

Thus, eq. 6 with the information provided from eq. 7 permits a description of the 

signal behavior when only the complex fluoresces.  

2.2.4  Quenching 

In some instances, one of the complexing species of the equilibrium system might 

also be capable of quenching the fluorescence, e.g., involvement of a paramagnetic metal 
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such as Cu2+ or Mn2+.   Typically, quenching is addressed using the Stern-Volmer 

equation, which is presented below in its classical formulation: 

 
𝐹𝑜
𝐹

= 1 + 𝐾𝑆𝑉[𝑄]        (8) 

 

where Fo is the intensity of the signal in the absence of quencher, F  is the intensity of the 

signal in the presence of quencher, KSV is the quenching or Stern-Volmer constant, and 

[Q] is the concentration of the quencher.  This can be rearranged to yield eq. 9:  

 
𝐹
𝐹𝑜

=  1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉 [𝑄]

         (9) 

 

There are two types of quenching:  dynamic and static.  Dynamic quenching (or 

collisional quenching) involves a quencher that collides with the fluorescent species, 

resulting in non-radiative relaxation.  With dynamic quenching, KSV is often further 

delineated to: 

 
𝐹
𝐹𝑜

=  1
1+𝑘𝑞𝜏𝑜[𝑄]

         (10) 

 

where kq is the rate of quenching and τo is the fluorescent lifetime of the fluorophore in 

the absence of a quencher.  Dynamic quenching can affect some or all of the fluorescent 

species in solution whether they are in a free or bound state, and increases as the 

concentration of free quencher increases, thus decreasing the fluorescent signal 

proportionately.   
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Adding the Stern-Volmer relationship of dynamic quenching (eq. 9) to eq. 6 and 

considering that our titrating species (Z) is the quencher (Q), the signal contribution of the 

free ([Y]T-[YZ]) and bound species ([YZ]) becomes: 

 

𝐼𝐹 =  �𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝑌∗𝑏∗([𝑌]𝑇−[𝑌𝑍])� ∗ 𝜙𝑌 ∗ 1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝑌[𝑍]� …     

+ �𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝑌𝑍∗𝑏∗[𝑌𝑍]� ∗ 𝜙𝑌𝑍 ∗ 1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝑌𝑍[𝑍]�   (11) 

 

where KSV,Y is the dynamic quenching constant for free Y and KSV,YZ is the dynamic 

quenching constant for the complex.  Eq. 11 considers the situation in which the 

fluorescent species’ quantum yields and molar absorptivities change upon complexation 

to the titrant (e.g., from ϕY to ϕYZ).  This could be caused by many processes including 

spectral shifts that are caused by the different environment that the fluorophore is in 

while in its complexed form.[59]  An example of such an environmentally-sensitive 

fluorophore is dansyl chloride.[60]  

In contrast to dynamic quenching, static quenching involves a quencher that can 

complex to the fluorescent species, forming a non-fluorescent complex.  If static 

quenching is present in the system, the contribution of the signal due to the bound species 

[YZ] can be excluded from eq. 11 (i.e., ϕYZ = 0) since only the unbound species 

fluoresces. 

Dynamic and static quenching can be distinguishable.[60]   Dynamic quenching is 

noted by observing a change in the fluorescent lifetime of the fluorescent species upon 

addition of the quencher.  Static quenching is usually observed using absorption since the 

new complex that is formed generally perturbs the absorption spectrum.  Once the type of 
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quenching process affecting the system is determined, the correct form of eq. 11 can be 

implemented. 

2.2.5  Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 

FRET involves a nonradiative energy transfer from a donor fluorophore to 

acceptor fluorophore where the transfer efficiency (E) of the process shows a very strong 

dependence on distance between the two moieties.[37] 

 
𝐸 =  𝑅𝑜

6

𝑅𝑜
6+𝑅6          (12) 

 

where R is the distance between the donor and acceptor fluorophore, and Ro is the Förster 

critical distance, which is typically around 1.5-6 nm.    

One example of an equilibrium system where FRET is employed involves two 

different species such as a receptor and ligand, where each is separately bound to a donor 

(D) and acceptor (A) fluorophore of a FRET pair (Figure 2.1).  For example, Martin et al. 

used this approach to study protein-protein interactions of proteins in the SUMO (Small 

Ubiquitin-like MOdifier) family by attaching a donor and acceptor FRET pair onto 

separate proteins that produced a positive FRET signal upon the formation of a stable 

complex.[61]   
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Figure 2.1:  Species Y, containing an acceptor fluorophore (A), complexes with species 
Z, containing donor fluorophore (D).  The donor is illuminated at its 
excitation wavelength (λo) and emits at λ1 while the acceptor’s emission is at 
λ2.  The intensity of the donor’s emission at λ1 diminishes as a result of 
energy transfer (FRET) to A, resulting in appearance of a signal at λ2.   

The energy transfer and spectral characteristics of such a system could be 

stylistically represented by Figure 2.2.  The equilibrium system observed involving a 

FRET signal is illuminated at λo (the donor’s peak absorption wavelength) and the 

monitored emission is observed at λ2 (the acceptor’s peak emission wavelength).  Figure 

2.2 additionally illustrates the possible emission by the donor at λ2, i.e., presence of a 

signal at the monitored wavelength even in the absence of FRET.  While not shown, it 

may be possible that the acceptor absorbs at λ0 and emits at λ2 -- again, a signal even in 

the absence of FRET.   
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Since eq. 11 represents a situation in which only a single fluorophore exists in the 

system, the incorporation of FRET into the model requires modifications to the equation 

to account for the two different fluorophores (D and A) that are present as well as the 

different wavelengths involved in the excitation, emission and energy transfer processes.  

Molar absorptivities for each wavelength and each species need to be specified, as do 

quantum efficiencies and quenching constants for the various transitions.   
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Figure 2.2:  Absorption (solid lines) and emission spectra (dashed lines) of donor and 
acceptor.  The hashed area represents the overlap interval needed for FRET 
to occur.  The second figure shows the donor’s emission spectrum overlaps 
more of the absorption and emission spectra of the acceptor.   
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Additionally, eq. 11 incorporates the possibility of different molar absorptivities 

and the quantum yields of each species (unbound and bound) present in solution.  

However, in the FRET model, these additions will be eliminated.  It will be assumed that 

the molar absorptivities, quantum yields, and dynamic quenching constants for the 

fluorophores (A and D) are unaffected by binding.   

After taking account all the absorption, quenching, FRET, and emission 

parameters, the signal of the acceptor that is created from the bound species [YZ] upon a 

FRET event (IFRET,A,b) becomes:   

 

𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐴,𝑏 =  𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐷,𝜆𝑜∗𝑏∗[𝑌𝑍]� ∗  �
𝑅𝑜

6∗ 1
1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆1[𝑍]

𝑅𝑜
6∗ 1

1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆1[𝑍]+𝑅𝑏
6� ∗ 𝜙𝐴,𝜆2 ∗ 1

1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐴,𝜆2[𝑍]
 (13) 

 

where εD,λo is the molar absorptivity of the donor at λo, ϕA,λ2 is the quantum yield of the 

acceptor at λ2, KSV,D,λ1 is the dynamic quenching constant for the donor fluorophore at λ1, 

KSV,A,λ2 is the dynamic quenching constant for the acceptor fluorophore at λ2, and Rb is the 

distance between the fluorophores when the titrant is bound to the substrate.   

The bracketed term in eq. 13 involving Ro, KSV,D,λ1 etc. was generated by Cheung 

and represents the FRET efficiency of the system (in this case, of the bound species) 

considering that the donor fluorophore can be susceptible to dynamic quenching, 

ultimately affecting value of the Förster critical distance.[62]  

As noted above, there is a possibility of exciting the acceptor during excitation at 

the donor’s excitation wavelength, λ0, depending on the FRET pair chosen.  Therefore, in 

addition to eq. 13, one must add the intensity (IA) resulting from absorbance of the 

acceptor at λ0 with subsequent fluorescence at λ2 of both the free and bound species: 
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𝐼𝐴 = �𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐴,𝜆o∗𝑏∗([𝑌]𝑇−[𝑌𝑍]� ∗ 𝜙𝐴,𝜆2 ∗ 1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐴,𝜆2[𝑍]�…   

+ �𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐴,𝜆𝑜∗𝑏∗[𝑌𝑍]� ∗ 𝜙𝐴,𝜆2 ∗ 1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐴,𝜆2[𝑍]�   (14) 

 

where εA,λo is the molar absorptivity of the acceptor fluorophore at λo.   

In a similar fashion, the detected signal may have contributions from the donor 

fluorescing at λ2, i.e., 𝜙𝐷,𝜆2 ≠ 0 (see also Figure 2.2).  Therefore, the contribution to the 

signal by the donor that is created from the bound species upon a FRET event (IFRET,D,b) 

becomes: 

  

𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐷,𝑏 =  𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐷,𝜆𝑜∗𝑏∗[𝑌𝑍]� ∗ �1 −  𝑅𝑜
6

𝑅𝑜
6+𝑅𝑏

6� ∗ 𝜙𝐷,𝜆2 ∗  1
1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆2[𝑍]

  (15) 

 

where KSV,D,λ2 is the dynamic quenching constant of the donor at λ2 and ϕD,λ2 is the 

quantum yield of the donor at λ2.  Eq. 15 accounts for the possibility of donor emission at 

the acceptor’s emission wavelength while also acknowledging the possible attenuation by 

the fractional efficiency of FRET for the bound species.  Additionally, the unbound 

species containing the donor fluorophore (not susceptible to energy transfer) could also 

emit at λ2.  This is accounted for in eq. 16: 

 
 𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐷,𝜆𝑜𝑏∗([𝑍]𝑇−[𝑌𝑍])� ∗  𝜙𝐷,𝜆2 ∗ 1

1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆2[𝑍]   (16) 

 

Eqs. 13-16 assume a system where the titrant (Z) contains the donor and the fixed 

substrate (Y) contains the acceptor.  However, there could be a circumstance in which the 

titrant (Z) contains the acceptor and the fixed substrate (Y) contains the donor.  The only 

difference that occurs is that [Y]T in eq. 14 will be replaced with [Z]T since the species 
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containing the acceptor is the titrant and [Z]T in eq. 16 will be replaced with [Y]T since 

the species containing the donor is the fixed substrate.   

Another type of equilibrium system that uses FRET entails a substrate that has 

both D and A fluorophores attached to it.  The titrating species is non-fluorescent and the 

signal occurs only when the titrant attaches to the receptor, causing it to change its 

structure so that R changes and alters both the FRET efficiency and the detected intensity.  

This scenario was used for detection of Zn2+ ions,[44] and Ni2+ ions.[45] 

An example of this type of FRET detection is one that involves a peptide with a 

donor and acceptor fluorophore attached to opposite ends of the peptide strand as shown 

in Figure 2.3.  For detection specificity, the peptide contains functional groups that are 

positioned to coordinate selectively to particular metal ions (Z).  If the metal is 

complexed, it is likely that the tertiary structure of the peptide changes, producing a 

change in R, i.e., A-to-D distance.  This then alters the FRET efficiency and subsequently 

the fluorescence signal.   
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Figure 2.3:  Species Y has a FRET pair (D and A) attached to its opposing ends.  The 
titrant, Z, is coordinated to Y, causing Y to wrap around Z upon binding.  
This, in turn, causes a decrease in A-to-D distance (R of eq. 12) resulting in 
an enhancement in FRET efficiency and an intensity increase at λ2.   

Eqs. 14 and 16 account for the signals that might occur that involve the unbound 

species containing either A or D when the fluorophores are attached to two different 

species.  However, when A and D are on the same substrate (as in Figure 2.3), the signal 

of the unbound species might potentially have FRET contributions.  This is a realistic 

possibility since there is a finite distance between D and A in the unbound form. The 

signal of the acceptor (IFRET,A,u) and the donor (IFRET,D,u) that is created from the unbound 

species due to an initial FRET event is:  
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𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐴,𝑢 =  
𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐷,𝜆𝑜∗𝑏∗([𝑌]𝑇−[𝑌𝑍])� ∗ �

𝑅𝑜
6∗ 1

1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆1[𝑍]

𝑅𝑜
6∗ 1

1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆1[𝑍]+ 𝑅𝑢
6� ∗ 𝜙𝐴,𝜆2

∗  1
1+𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐴,𝜆2[𝑍]

  (17) 

 
𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐷,𝑢 = 𝐼𝑜 ∗ �1 − 10−𝜀𝐷,𝜆𝑜∗𝑏∗([𝑌]𝑇−[𝑌𝑍])� ∗ �1 − 𝑅𝑜

6

𝑅𝑜
6+𝑅𝑢

6� ∗ 𝜙𝐷,𝜆2 ∗  1
1+ 𝐾𝑆𝑉,𝐷,𝜆2[𝑍]

   (18) 

 

where Ru is the distance between the fluorophores for the unbound species.  The addition 

of eqs. 17 and 18 to eqs. 13-15 account for the FRET transfer by the unbound species as 

well as the possibility that the donor fluorophore on the unbound peptide could emit at 

the acceptor’s wavelength and contribute to the overall signal.   

2.2.6  Complete Model Equation 

Summation of all contributions to the signal by the FRET processes (eqs. 13-15, 

17 and 18) should produce the net fluorescent signal at λ2 from excitation at λ0. 

 

𝐼𝐹 = 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐴,𝑏 + 𝐼𝐴 + 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐷,𝑏 + 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐴,𝑢 + 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇,𝐷,𝑢                                      (19) 

 

If A and D are not on the same substrate, the parameters IFRET,A,u and IFRET,D,u 

should be replaced by ID (eq. 16). 

Obviously, some of the component parts of eq. 19 (i.e.; IFRET,D,b; IA; etc.) may be 

negligible or zero for certain experimental conditions.  For example, if the donor does not 

emit at the acceptor’s wavelength, IFRET,D,b and IFRET,D,u can be eliminated from the 

equation.  Similarly, the absence of some events will zero out certain parameters, e.g., 

absence of a dynamic quencher that affects the donor could make KSV,D,λ2 = KSV,D,λ1 = 0.     
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2.2.7  Using and Implementing the Model 

Since the equation of all signal contributions of all the species that are present has 

been developed (eq. 19), this equation can be fitted to experimental data to determine the 

value of the unknown parameters (e.g. Kd).  However, not every variable in eq. 19 is 

unknown.  For example, values for molar absorptivity are frequently known with 

reasonable accuracy or can be independently measured.  Therefore, these values can be 

used as constants in eq. 19.  In order to determine the remaining variables, one must have 

at least that many experimental data points on the titration plot if the variables are to be 

elucidated.  However, with the relative ease of collecting data, most systems are 

overdetermined such as is shown in Figure 2.4, and best fit to the parameters in eq. 19 

relies on error minimization. 

 

 

Figure 2.4:  Example of plot of experimental data. 

Once the experimental data was obtained and plotted, iterative use of the Solver® 

function in an Excel® macro was used to obtain the best fit of the experimental data to 

the model generated in this paper.  In brief, to create a best fit to the experimental data, 

eq. 19 was written into Excel®, placing all the known values into the equation while all 
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the unknown values were given a defined source cell on the spreadsheet.  Initial values of 

all unknown parameters were fixed within the appropriate cells at some reasonable value 

in a workbook.  The values of Io and Kd were changed using a Monte Carlo program then 

a randomized Solver® function was utilized to obtain values for the remaining 

parameters to minimize either the relative or square of the absolute error between the 

calculated signal (based on eq. 19) and the experimentally determined signal until a best 

fit of the calculated values to the experimental data was obtained.  The decision to 

minimize either the absolute or relative error can be based on expected accuracy and 

precision of the low intensity vs. high intensity data from the experiments.  Provision is 

also made to place upper and lower bounds for Solver® variables, e.g., 0 < φ < 1.   

2.3  EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental data from Martin, et al.[61] involving a FRET-based detection 

scheme for protein-protein binding was used to evaluate the model.  In their research, the 

protein Ubc9 labeled with Venus-YFP (the acceptor) was titrated into a solution of the 

protein SUMO1 labeled with ECFP (the donor).  

2.4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The titration data from the literature was digitized and eq. 19 was used to find the 

parameters yielding the best fit to the experimental data.  Several parameters in eq. 19 

were known:  φA,λ2 = 0.57,[63] Ro = 4.92 nm,[64] b = 0.125 cm,[61] and εD,λo = 28750 L 

mol-1 cm-1.[61]  Also, KSV,D,λ1 = KSV,D,λ2, = KSV,A,λ2, = 0 since Ubc9 is not a known 

quencher.  Additionally, since the FRET pair was not bound to the same substrate, it was 

assumed that IFRET,D,u and IFRET,A,u could be omitted.  Figure 2.5 shows the experimental fit 

of the model to the data points and Table 2.1 lists the values of the parameters 

determined.  
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Figure 2.5:  Using the model to create best fit line (solid line) for experimental data (◊) 
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Table 2.1:  Parameters obtained from best fit modeling using data from Martin, et al.[61] 

Parameter Parameter 
abbreviation 

Value 
Obtained 

Literature 
Value 

Refs. 

Dissociation constant Kd 1.2x10-6 5.9x10-7 61 

Intensity of the incident 
light source 

Io (arb units) 50,000
 

    

Quantum yield of donor 
at λ2 

ϕD,λ2 0.23     

Molar absorptivity of 
acceptor at λo 

εA,λo (L mol-1 
cm-1) 

290     

FRET efficiency E 0.78     
 

Most of the values for the variables collected from this model are reasonable.  

ϕD,λ2 is expected to be small since the wavelength that is being monitored is not at the 

donor’s peak emission wavelength.  However, the spectral data of Martin et al.[61] show 

that the donor (CFP) has a significant amount of emission at the monitored wavelength of 

530 nm.  This significant donor emission at 530 nm, suggests that ϕD,λ2 should not be an 

insignificant value.  In contrast, the model’s fitted value for εA,λo  of only 290 L mol-1 cm-

1 is also consistent with the spectral data collected by Martin et al.  This value is small 

due the fact that the acceptor is shown to minimally absorb at λo. 

The Kd value that was also obtained from this model is as large as the published 

value which was obtained using a saturation plot.  However, the published value makes 

assumptions in their determination of Kd.  One such assumption was that the 

concentration of the unbound substrate (CFP-SUMO1) doesn’t change.  However, as the 

substrate binds to the titrant (YFP-Ubc9), the concentration of the unbound substrate 

diminishes as the titration progresses as more titrant is added.  Without this consideration, 
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the slope of the titration curve increases.  As the slope increases, the Kd decreases as well.  

However, since the model presented herein takes this factor into consideration, the Kd 

that was obtained after utilizing the model was larger.  

The Io value that was generated is the intensity of the initial light source.  

Although this value is obtained for the system through the model, it does not provide any 

useful information that explains a specific property (i.e., FRET, quenching, etc.) of the 

system of interest.  

The model not only provided accurate binding constant information, it also 

suggested reasonable values for other variables that were previously undetermined (e.g. 

FRET efficiency, E).  At the present time it is difficult to calculate the uncertainty 

associate with the determined values, although the final fit can be evaluated, e.g., residual 

sum of squares, R2, etc.  

2.5  SIMULATIONS    

As with any model, curves can be simulated and each variable altered to obtain an 

intuitive – if not quantitative – feeling for the change imparted on the curve shape by the 

individual parameter.  In some instances, the impact of changing values can be easily 

discerned from the parameter’s role in the equations.  However, this is often not the case 

where a given parameter is included in several of the equations.  For example, Figure 2.6 

shows the impact on the signal over a wide range of values for KSV,A,λ2, while the other 

parameters that are held constant are listed in Table 2.2  (Appendix A provides other 

examples of families of curves when a given parameter is altered).  Included in the 

supplementary material is an Excel® spreadsheet for a system where the FRET pair is 

located on the same substrate, and each parameter (in eq. 19) can be changed to view the 

effect the parameters have on the shape of the curve.  In addition, an Excel® spreadsheet 
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and its associated macros, utilizing a system where the FRET pair is located on separate 

species (and the acceptor is attached to the titrant) is included to show how the model is 

used to obtain values for unknown variables.   

 

 

  Figure 2.6:  Changing the value of KSV,A,λ2 
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Table 2.2:  Parameters set for model. 

 
Parameter Parameter 

abbreviation 
Value 

Intensity of the incident light source Io 100,000 
Dissociation constant Kd 1.00x10-07 
Total concentration of species Y [Y]T   (mol L

-1
) 1.00x10-06 

Quantum yield of donor at λ2 ϕD,λ2 0.1 
Quantum yield of acceptor at λ2 ϕA,λ2 0.5 
Molar absorptivity of acceptor at λo εA,λo    (L mol

-1
 cm

-1
) 400 

Molar absorptivity of donor at λo εD,λo   (L mol
-1

 cm
-1

) 10,000 
Förster critical distance Ro  (nm) 5 
Distance between the fluorophores for the 
bound species Rb (nm) 3 
Distance between the fluorophores for the 
unbound species Ru (nm) 6 
Dynamic quenching constant for the donor at 
λ1 KSV,D,λ1  (L mol

-1
) 1.00x103 

Dynamic quenching constant for the donor at 
λ2 KSV,D,λ2  (L mol

-1
) 1.00x103 

Dynamic quenching constant for the acceptor 
at λ2 KSV,A,λ2  (L mol

-1
) 1.00x103 

Path length b  (cm) 0.01 
 

2.5  CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, a method was derived to obtain accurate dissociation constant 

information for all different types of equilibrium binding processes involving 

fluorescence detection.  Upon using this equation to fit the best plot to experimental data, 

additional information for the system of interest can be obtained such as FRET efficiency 
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and quenching constant values.  This method was also used to visualize what parameters 

of the equation affect each part of the titration curve to observe the change imparted on 

the curve shape by the individual parameter. 
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Chapter 3:  Development of an Immobilized FRET-Peptide Sensor for 
Selective Trace and Ultratrace Metal Detection   

 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter features the efforts to create an immobilized FRET-based sensor for 

the detection of metal ions.  The presence of trace metal ions in the environment is a 

growing concern due to fact that metal ions cycling in the environment seem to be 

increasing.[65]  Therefore, efforts to remediate and detect these ions are constantly being 

pursued.  Detection of trace metal ion content is typically conducted through the use of 

flame and/or graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy or inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometry.  These instruments are excellent at attaining the detection 

sensitivity needed (ppm/ppb) when observing trace metal ions in a given sample.  Despite 

the outstanding sensitivity that these instruments afford, in situ analysis of samples is 

nearly impossible and grab sampling with transport to the laboratory for analysis is 

routine.   Also, the analytical costs to attain the desired sensitivity can be quite high.  To 

this end, it would be desirable to develop a method of metal ion detection that could be 

utilized on site, be relatively inexpensive, and have good selectivity and sensitivity for 

the metal ion(s) of interest. 

Fluorescence detection has been utilized to create such a sensor system; however, 

these sensors typically tend to involve the use of fluorescence quenching by a metal 

ion.[3-24]  Sensors that use fluorescence quenching as its means of metal detection tend 

to be less sensitive than methods that actually produce a signal.  Also, fluorescence 

quenching can be difficult to distinguish from the degradation of the sensor itself.    It 

would be ultimately ideal to have a fluorescence-based sensor that is immobilized onto a 

surface so that it can be readily and repeatedly used for continuous, in situ monitoring of 
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a metal ion.  However, there have only been a few sensors using fluorescence detection 

that have been immobilized and most use quenching as the detection mechanism[14, 48, 

66-69] or they involve a system that has an inflexible design.[53, 70, 71]    

This work attempts to create an in situ trace metal ion probe that uses 

fluorescence monitoring as well as a system that can provide metal ion selectivity.  In 

order to achieve the desired selectivity, a 10-residue peptide fragment (sequence:  DEAC-

Gly-Met-Thr-Cys-Ala-Ala-Cys-Gly-Lys(5/6 FAM)-Gly) based on the mercury binding 

protein MerP was used as the metal ion chelator.  Förster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) was utilized as the fluorescence detection mechanism for this system to provide 

an enhanced fluorescence response (rather than a quenched response).  FRET pair labeled 

peptides have previously been successful for the detection of Ni2+ and Zn2+.[44, 45]  The 

FRET pair attached to the opposite ends of the peptide was diethylaminocoumarin 

(DEAC) (the donor) and carboxyfluorescein (FAM) (the acceptor).  The donor 

fluorophore has a peak excitation in the visible region, thus allowing the practical use of 

an inexpensive LED or laser diode to be utilized for the initial light source.  The FRET 

pair labeled peptide was synthesized onto noncleavable Tentagel® resin while DEAC 

was manually synthesized onto the peptide.  The immobilized FRET-labeled peptides 

attached to the resin beads were then observed using a fluorescence microscope in the 

absence and in the presence of metal ions.  Studies were conducted observing the 

fluorescence intensity of an assortment of beads soaked in different solutions (nonmetal 

and metal) sandwiched between a glass slide and a cover slip.  In addition, the 

fluorescence intensities of beads immobilized on a Au-coated glass slide that were soaked 

in both nonmetal solutions and solutions containing Hg2+ were observed. 
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3.2  EXPERIMENTAL 

3.2.1  Chemicals 

All chemicals were reagent grade unless noted and deionized water was used to 

prepare solutions.  Peptide synthesis reagents NovaSyn® TGR resin (0.24 mmol g-1), 

NovaSyn® TG amino resin (0.24 mmol g-1), glycine (Fmoc-Gly-OH), methionine 

(Fmoc-Met-OH), threonine [Fmoc-Thr(tBu)-OH], cysteine [Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH], and 

alanine (Fmoc-Ala-OH) were used as received from Novabiochem.  Lysine [Fmoc-

Lys(5/6-FAM)-OH] was purchased from AAT Bioquest.  All the amino acids were L-

configuration.  Metal-containing solutions were prepared by dilution from 1000 μg mL-1 

stock solutions.  A 0.05 mol L-1 [N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N’-(2-ethane-sulfonic 

aicd)] (HEPES) (Aldrich) buffer was prepared and adjusted to pH = 7.5 with ammonium 

hydroxide (Fisher).  Other reagents used include 2-(1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-

tetramethylaminium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) (AAPPTEC), 1-

Hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) (AAPPTEC), piperidine (99%) (Advanced Chemtech), 4-

Methylmorpholine (NMM) (Sigma), N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (J P Baker),  

trifluoroacetic acid (99%) (TFA) (Advanced Chemtech), triisopropylsilane (99%) (TIPS) 

(Aldrich), ethyl ether (Fisher), methylene chloride (DCM) (Fisher), N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) (Aldrich), N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) (Aldrich), 

1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) (Fluka), dithiothreitol (99%) (DTT) (Acros), Gold (99.9999%) 

(trace metal basis) (Acros), and Chromium-plated Tungsten rods for Cr evaporation 

(Lesker). 

3.2.2  Apparatus 

A Denton Vacuum (model DV-502A) was used for the coating of Cr and Au onto 

glass slides that were ultimately used for Tentagel® bead immobilization.  An Olympus 
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BX60 microscope with a SPOT CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments Inc.) was utilized 

for all fluorescence imaging.  A D405/40X excitation filter, a 440DCXT beam splitter, 

and E515LPv2 emission filter were purchased from Chroma.   

3.2.3  Peptide Synthesis 

A peptide consisting of the sequence H2N-Gly-Met-Thr-Cys-Ala-Ala-Cys-Gly-

Lys(5/6 FAM)-Gly-COOH was synthesized on 94% NovaSyn® TGR resin and 6% 

NovaSyn® TG amino resin by Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis using a Ranin 

Symphony Quartet automated peptide synthesizer.  NovaSyn® TG amino resin, a 

cleavable resin, was used so that the peptide can be cleaved in order to determine mass 

information.   

3.2.4  Fluorophore Labeling and Resin Cleavage 

DEAC was attached to the peptide sequence prior to deprotection.  The 

succinimidyl ester (SE) form of DEAC was attached to the amine terminus of the peptide 

sequence using an excess of DEAC, SE and 5% DIPEA in DMF.[72]  Resin deprotection 

was conducted with TIPS/TFA/EDT/H2O (1/2.5/2.5/94) for 2.5 h.  The uncleaved 

peptide still attached to the resin was washed with DMF and DCM and dried.  The 

cleaved peptide in solution was then suction filtered, isolated using ether, and 

lyophilized.  The peptide mass was determined to be 1498 Da and the purity was 

determined to be no more than 43% using reverse phase LC-MS. 

3.2.5  Fluorescence Studies – Bead Assortment 

The FRET pair-labeled peptide on Tentagel® resin beads were placed in either a 

0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer solution (pH = 7.5) or a 1 eq.  metal solution (Cd2+, Zn2+, 

Ag+, or Hg2+) in a 0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer (pH = 7.5).  A 1 eq. of DTT was added to 

all solutions.  These beads were left to mix in the solutions overnight.  Beads were then 
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pipetted onto clean glass slides and covered with a coverslip.  Fluorescence images were 

obtained for an assortment of beads exposed to each solution.  These images were 

corrected for flat field using a reference slide (Part # 92001, Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT) 

that excites at the wavelength used for excitation and emits at the emission wavelengths 

that is monitored.  All images were analyzed using ImageJ software.  Macros were 

written to facilitate data collection and data reduction procedures (Appendix B). 

3.2.6  Fluorescence Studies – Single Bead 

Au-coated slides were made by coating clean glass slides with ~5 nm of 

chromium and ~30 nm of gold using thermal deposition.  FRET-labeled peptides on 

Tentagel® resin beads were placed in 1 mmol L-1 DTT in 0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer  

(pH = 7.5) and were left to mix overnight.  The beads were then pipetted onto 3 Au-

coated slides, covered with a coverslip, and left to sit for ~1 hour.  It was expected that 

the thiols of the peptide attached to the beads that were on the bead outermost surface 

would form Au-S linkage for immobilization.  Once the beads were immobilized onto the 

slides, the bead-coated Au slides were placed into a 0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer solution 

(pH = 7.5) containing 1 eq. DTT and left to soak overnight.  Then, fluorescent images 

were obtained of the beads immobilized onto the slides.  A record of the location (based 

on the x and y coordinates on the microscope stage) of each individual bead was 

documented so each bead could be later identified.  Once images were taken of these 

beads, two of the bead-immobilized Au-coated slides were then placed into a 0.05 mol L-

1 HEPES buffer solution with 1 eq. Hg2+ and 1 eq. DTT while one of the bead-

immobilized Au-coated slides was placed back into a 0.05 mol L-1 HEPES buffer solution 

containing 1 eq. DTT.  All slides were left to soak overnight.  Then, fluorescent images 

were obtained of the beads.  From the location record of the beads on the slides taken 
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during the previous fluorescence measurements, the location of each individual bead 

(previously observed) was determined and each singled out bead was re-imaged.  All 

images that were generated were corrected for flat field perturbations using a reference 

slide that excites at the wavelength desired and emits at the emission wavelength that is 

monitored.  All images were analyzed using ImageJ software.      

3.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A random assortment of FRET-labeled peptide beads was soaked in metal and 

nonmetal containing solutions.  These beads were sandwiched in between a glass slide 

and a coverslip and were imaged using a fluorescence microscope.  The intensities 

presented are integrated intensities, accounting for the individual areas of the beads.  

Figure 3.1 shows the response of these beads: 

  

 

Figure 3.1  Fluorescence of an assortment of beads in the presence of a solution with no 
metal, Ag2+, Cd2+, Hg2+, and Zn2+. 
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From Figure 3.1, there seems to be an apparent increase in signal when the beads 

were soaked in Hg2+ and Zn2+ solutions.  Using a t-test, the signals when these two metals 

as well as Cd2+ were bound to the peptide were considered statistically significantly 

different from the beads soaked in the nonmetal solution (95% CL).  Using this data and 

averaging the intensities of ca. ~75 beads, it can be estimated that limits of detection (i.e., 

S/N=3) are 1.88 ppm, 3.34 ppm and 1.27 ppm for  Cd2+, Hg2+, and Zn2+, respectively.  

However, the standard deviation of the collection of beads soaked in a nonmetal solution 

(2.5 for n= 77) is too large to conclude that any single bead soaked in one solution would 

be different from a different single bead soaked in a 3.43x10-5 mol L-1 metal solution. 

Several factors that could possibly lead to a large standard deviation between the 

beads were deemed negligible.  Nonuniform illumination (i.e., a non-flat field) produced 

by the microscope could lead to bead intensity differences depending on their relative 

location in the field of view.  However, a standard fluorescent slide was used to correct 

for flat field perturbations as well as artifacts in the images.  Another possible source of 

irreproducibility included image-to-image variations in the relative location of the image 

plane of the microscope, viz., relative focusing depth.  To this end, the effect of different 

focus distances from the beads was studied.  Figure 3.2 illustrates a bead imaged using 

two different focal planes (a and b), and the bead’s intensity was determined for each 

case: 
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Figure 3.2  Focus test.  (a) Bead out of focus.  (b)  Bead in focus  

  

 Despite the fact that the focus of the two beads was very different, the signal of 

the beads had only a 3.7% RSD.  Since the beads that were observed in the study were 

not as out of focus as in Figure 3.2(a), it is safe to assume that the % RSD of the 

differences in focus is even smaller for the beads that were observed; therefore, the effect 

of different focal planes was determined to be minimal.   

Photobleaching is inherent in all fluorophores and most will degrade to some 

degree upon exposure to light over time.[73]  In the experiments performed, some beads 

might have been susceptible to more or less photobleaching depending on the exposure of 

any individual bead to the illuminating source.  However, the exposure time was 

carefully controlled by making sure that the beads were exposed for the same length of 

time.   

Finally, as part of the data reduction process, integrated intensities were 

normalized by areas and volumes in an attempt to minimize the apparent deviations.  
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None of these normalization approaches caused a significant improvement in the 

precision of the data. 

Once the potential variables noted above were either eliminated or controlled, it 

was concluded that the likely cause for the large standard deviation could be caused by 

the differences in the beads with regard to site densities as a result of either the peptide 

and/or dye attachment or bead production.  To circumvent this problem, comparisons of 

intensities in the absence and in the presence of Hg2+ for individual beads was conducted.  

This approach should rectify the probable bead-to-bead attachment/fabrication 

inconsistency.   

However, in order to observe a change in the fluorescence response for a single 

bead, a comparison of the fluorescence intensity of the bead in a nonmetal and a metal 

ion solution has to be conducted.  Therefore, the single bead will need to be imaged twice 

-- once after soaking in a nonmetal solution and another after soaking in a metal ion 

solution.  In order to do this, each bead that is imaged needs to be permanently fixed onto 

a surface so it can be easily located the second time it is imaged.  It is well known that 

thiol groups bind to Au surfaces.[74]  Since the peptide that is utilized contains two 

cysteine groups that contain thiols, the beads can be easily attached to a Au-coated 

surface.   

In this study, three bead-immobilized Au-coated glass slides were first soaked in a 

nonmetal solution and the individual beads were imaged.  Then, two of these slides were 

soaked in a Hg2+ solution and re-imaged using the location coordinates from the 

microscope stage that were recorded for the first fluorescence measurements.  These 

slides will be referred to as the “metal” slides since they were soaked in Hg2+.  In 

addition, the remaining slide that was not exposed to a metal ion solution remained in a 

nonmetal solution for the second imaging.  This slide was the “control” and was used to 
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see if there was signal change from one imaging period to the next.  The fluorescence 

intensities after the second imaging of each single bead was observed and compared with 

intensities that were obtained for the first imaging of these beads.  All bead intensities 

accounted for bead area.  This information is shown in Figure 3.3.  For reference, the 

approximate integrated intensities of the beads were between 3 and 13 (arbitrary units).  

    

 

 

Figure 3.3  Fluorescence intensity change for the two types of slides:  “CONTROL” and 
“METAL” 

Both groups of beads (“metal” and “control”) had negative changes in intensity.  

This could be due to changes in the source intensity since the measurements were made 

one day apart.  The beads on the “metal slides” have a larger average change of intensity 

relative to the control beads, indicating that Hg2+ produced an enhanced response (t-test 

with 95% CL).  However, the standard deviation of the beads is still too large to be able 
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to differentiate one bead soaked in the non-metal solution vs. the same bead soaked in the 

metal solution for these 1.10x10-5 mol L-1 metal solutions.   

It remains unclear why the large variation persists from bead-to-bead and why the 

signal change is not as large as one would have expected from the homogeneous solution 

studies.  It is possible that the immobilization forces an orientation of the chelators on the 

surface that could affect its response.  For example, immobilization of the peptide may 

foster interchain chelation of the metal to differing degrees, depending on the localized 

peptide density.  Thus, coordination may occur but activation of the FRET response may 

vary depending on the relative ratio of interchain to intrachain binding on any given 

bead.  In some preliminary studies by White, using a different peptide-dye system, the 

author noted the total lack of a signal once the system was immobilized.[75]  White 

postulated a similar problem might be occurring with interchain binding and attempted to 

reduce the reagent concentration during immobilization in hopes of dispersing the 

peptides across the surface to promote intrachain binding and encourage the FRET 

response seen in homogeneous solution cases.  However, her attempts proved 

unsuccessful. It is possible that peptide islands with monolayer coverage density were 

present on the beads even though the average coverage was considerably lower.   

It may be necessary to conduct surface studies using polystyrene films with 

immobilized peptides to ascertain whether localized islands are present and prevent 

intrachain complexation and, ultimately, tertiary structure alterations that lead to a 

significant FRET response.  If this is the problem, then use of beads with a lower loading 

capacity may be the solution.  Alternatively, developing attachment protocols that permit 

uniform, low density attachment of the peptide-dye to the surface would need to be 

devised. 
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3.4  CONCLUSIONS 

 A FRET-labeled peptide consisting of a much smaller fragment (viz., 10-

residue, Gly-Met-Thr-Cys-Ala-Ala-Cys-Gly-Lys-Gly) of the MerP mercury binding 

protein was immobilized onto Tentagel® resin beads in attempts to create a solid state 

fluorescent sensor for the detection of trace metal ions that can be utilized for continuous, 

in situ monitoring.  Using a t-test (using 95% CL), the intensities of resin beads that were 

soaked in Cd2+, Hg2+ and Zn2+ solutions were statistically different than those soaked in a 

solution with no metal and Ag+ solutions.  However, the standard deviation of the 

collection of beads soaked in each solution was too large to be able to distinguish a bead 

soaked in a metal solution from a bead soaked in a solution containing no metal. 
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Appendix A 

Each parameter that is incorporated into eq. 19 (in Chapter 2) will obviously 

affect the shape of the curve.  In some cases, the effect and its magnitude is not readily 

apparent by simply looking at the equations.  Thus, the model is useful in exploring the 

importance of small and/or large changes in the various parameters, possibly providing 

information that could improve aspects of the experiment such as dynamic range and/or 

detection limits.  

Keeping all the other variables constant, each parameter was altered to observe 

the changes in the plot as shown in Table 2.2 (in Chapter 2).   

As one might expect, as Kd becomes small relative to [Z]T, the shape approaches 

that of two intersecting straight lines as is illustrated in AA Figure 1: 

 

 

 

   
AA Figure 1:  Changing the value of Kd 
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In addition, several parameters changed the plot’s overall shape in the same 

fashion.  Since Rb is smaller than Ru, a majority of the signal contribution is by IFRET,A,b 

(the FRET contribution of the acceptor when Y is bound to Z).  Since this is the dominant 

signal contribution, this signal will get progressively more significant as more YZ forms 

along the titration curve.  By increasing the parameters Io, ϕA,λ2, and εD,λo, the slope of the 

line increased.  As more bound species (YZ) is formed along the titrant curve, the more 

IFRET,A,b will be affected by these parameters.  Increasing these parameters will cause a 

distinct rise in the slope as IFRET,A,b increases as more YZ is formed.  For example, if Io is 

increased, this means that the fluorophores are getting radiated by more incident light, 

causing the fluorophores to be able to absorb more energy.  Therefore, as Io increases, the 

signal will rise; however, since IFRET,A,b  dominates the other signal contributions, the 

slope of the line will get progressively more steep due to the increasing concentration of 

the bound species.  This behavior for Io is shown in AA Figure 2: 

 

 

AA Figure 2:  Changing the value of Io 
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In addition, decreasing the value of Ru and increasing the value of ϕD,λ2 caused the 

slope of the curve to decrease.  The parameter Ru is found in IFRET,A,u and IFRET,D,u of eq. 

19 (in Chapter 2) which represents the signal contribution of the unbound species.  As 

more titrant is added, the unbound species concentration diminishes, causing the signal 

contribution of the unbound species to diminish accordingly.  If the value of Ru is 

decreased, the FRET efficiency of the unbound species increases and the more effect the 

unbound species will have on the signal.  Thus, the signal will be higher at lower 

concentration of titrant added causing the slope of the curve to decrease.  Similarly, as the 

ϕD,λ2 value is increased, the slope decreases as well.  This value is found in lines IFRET,D,b 

and IFRET,D,u in eq. 19 (in Chapter 2).  Since Ru is larger than that of the Rb, the signal 

contribution of the donor will be more significant in IFRET,D,u.  IFRET,D,u represents the 

donor’s contribution to the signal for the unbound species.  This signal will diminish as 

the concentration of the titrant increases.  However, as ϕD,λ2 increases, the donor’s signal 

will contribute more to the signal at high concentrations of unbound species present.  

Such phenomenon is illustrated in AA Figure 3 for ϕD,λ2: 
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AA Figure 3:  Changing the value of ϕD,λ2   

In contrast, if the value of Rb is decreased, the curve will be more affected at high 

concentrations of titrant added.  The parameter Rb is found in IFRET,A,b and IFRET,D,b of eq. 

19 (in Chapter 2) which represents the signal contribution of the bound species.  As more 

titrant is added, the bound species concentration increases, causing the signal contribution 

of the bound species to increase accordingly.  If the value of Rb is decreased, the FRET 

efficiency of the bound species increases and the more effect the bound species will have 

on the signal.  Thus, the signal will be higher at higher concentration of titrant added as 

shown in AA Figure 4: 
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AA Figure 4:  Changing the value of Rb 

The value of Ro depends on its value in relation to Ru and Rb.  In general, by 

decreasing the value of Ro, the value of the FRET efficiency gets smaller.  However, if 

the value of Ro is closer to Rb, the curve is more affected at higher concentrations of 

titrant added (high concentrations of bound species) and, if the value of Ro is closer to Ru, 

the curve is more affected at lower concentrations of titrant added (high concentrations of 

unbound species).  This is shown in AA Figure 5: 
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AA Figure 5:  Changing the value of Ro 

Ideally, the acceptor should not absorb at λo (the donor’s absorption maximum), 

but that is sometimes not the case.  If εA,λo increases, IA becomes more significant while 

the other signal contributions due to FRET become irrelevant.  IA is dependent upon the 

total concentration of the substrate which is fixed.  Therefore, as shown in AA Figure 6, 

the slope of the line does not increase; however, the intensity of each data point along the 

plot increases: 
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AA Figure 6:  Changing the value of εA,λo: 

The remaining parameters that were observed were the dynamic quenching 

constants (for the donor and acceptor).  The value of KSV,D,λ2 is found in IFRET,D,b and 

IFRET,D,u.  However, since Rb is smaller than Ru, IFRET,D,u will contribute more to the signal 

than IFRET,D,b.  In IFRET,D,u, the signal contribution of the unbound species decreases as the 

titration progresses.  Therefore, if Ksv,D,λ2 increases, the signal of the unbound species will 

be smaller at low concentrations of titrant.  As the value for KSV,D,λ2 increases to a high 

degree (in this case, 1x108), a dip appears at the front end of the plot.  The dip is caused 

by the fact that at the first point, no quencher is added, but when the quencher is titrated 

into the solution, the quenching of Y becomes significant since the KSV,D,λ2 is high.  This 

phenomenon is shown in the family of curves in AA Figure 7: 
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AA Figure 7:  Changing the value of KSV,D,λ2 

The value of KSV,A,λ2 is found in IFRET,A,b and IFRET,A,u.  However, since Rb is smaller 

than Ru, IFRET,A,b will contribute more to the signal than IFRET,A,u.  In IFRET,A,b, the signal 

contribution of the bound species increases as the titration progresses.  Therefore, if 

Ksv,A,λ2 increases, the signal of the bound species will decrease more at higher 

concentrations of titrant.  As the value for Ksv,A,λ2 increases to a high degree (in this case, 

1x108), the quenching constant becomes extremely significant and diminishes the signal 

even more.  This is seen in AA Figure 8: 
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AA Figure 8:  Changing the value of KSV,A,λ2 

The last parameter observed is KSV,D,λ1.  This parameter relates to the dynamic 

quenching of the energy the donor has to give to the acceptor for FRET.  It is integrated 

into the FRET efficiency section of eq. 19 (in Chapter 2).  As this parameter is increased, 

the slope gradually diminishes.  Then, at a high value (in this case, 1x108) a dip at the 

front of the curve is observed as well as a significant drop off at the end of the curve.  

KSV,D,λ1 affects both the signal of the unbound species as well as the bound species.  

Therefore, a dip is observed due to dynamic quenching of the unbound species at low 

concentrations of titrant and the drop off is due to the dynamic quenching of the bound 

species at high concentrations of titrant added as shown in AA Figure 9: 
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AA Figure 9:  Changing the value of KSV,D,λ1 

So far, it was assumed that Ru>Rb.  However, it is possible that A-D distance 

could increase as a consequence of the binding event, e.g., Rb>Ru.  If this scenario occurs, 

all the values (except for Kd) will display an opposing relationship to the aforementioned 

affects that the parameters have on the curve.  For example, if Rb>Ru (Rb = 3nm and Ru = 

6nm) and the value of Io is increased, the slope decreases.  Since Rb is larger than Ru, 

IFRET,A,u now dominates over IFRET,A,b.  This contribution is dependent upon the unbound 

species.  The unbound species’ concentration diminishes as the titration curve progresses.  

Therefore, if Io were increased, the signal would be higher at high concentrations of 

unbound species, leading to a decrease in the slope as shown in AA Figure 10: 
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AA Figure 10:  Changing the value of Io when Rb>Ru.   
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Appendix B 

//Below is a macro used to obtain the integrated intensity of resin beads using ImageJ, 

//correcting for the flat field: 

 

macro "particles [g]" 

 

//Program allows user to pic a directory and it finds all tif files in that directory and 

//begins to open them and analyze the particles, i.e., determine fluorescent information.  

//After each image is //opened and a threshold applied that defines the circular bead, the 

//user is allowed to select beads that are "bad".  This could be as a result of only a partial 

//bed being captured or some other feature that seems to make it an outlier.  The user can 

//specify up to 5 bad beads per image that should be ignored.  They are ignored by 

//making their areas nearly = zero which singles them out when looking at the output file. 

 

//The final Data output.xls file has information on bead x,y center position, bead area and 

//area of radiation above threshold value, and bead diameters.  Intensity information is 

//also provided.  At the bottom of the output is the pixel to mm conversion number 

needed //as well as a correct order of the files used. 

 

//Flat field correction 

   

      {choices=newArray(2); 

      choices[0]="Yes"; 

      choices[1]="No";  
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Dialog.create("flatfield"); 

Dialog.addChoice("Do you have a flatfield image?", choices); 

Dialog.show(); 

continue=Dialog.getChoice();  

 

if (continue=="yes")  

 {dir = getDirectory("Choose a Directory"); 

 count = 1; 

 open("flatfield.tif");} 

 

getMinAndMax(min, max); 

zz=(min)/10; 

run("Divide...", "value=zz"); 

 

saveAs("tif", dir + "flatfieldcorrected.tif"); 

{ 

// Gets the directory to be used and then automatically opens the tif files in a user-

//specified directory. 

 

// get directory and list of all tif files to be used 

  dir = getDirectory("Choose a Directory "); 

  count = 1; 

 

TotalFiles=0;       // number of tif files in directory 
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PicFile=newArray(2000);                 //file containing names of tif files 

 

     list = getFileList(dir);  

 

     for (i=0; i<list.length; i++) 

   { 

        if (endsWith(list[i], "/")) 

           listFiles(""+dir+list[i]); 

        else 

           if(endsWith(list[i],"tif"))   //it's a pic file, so put name in PicFile array 

             { 

               TotalFiles=TotalFiles+1; 

                PicFile[TotalFiles]=dir + list[i]; 

              } 

     } 

// this will keep track of how many images and beads are recorded 

 

ImageNum =0; 

BeadNoInImage=0;   //for each image with n beads, the beads are assigned a number 1...n 

TotalNoOfBeads=0;  //total num of beads recoreded thus far 

 

      //Get info on full particle--  

      //col      label     significance 

      // 1       area      area in pixels 

      // 2       mean      average intensity in marked area 
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      // 3       X         circle x center 

      // 4       Y         circle Y center 

      // 5       BX        left most boundary of circle;  

      // 6       BY        top most boundary of circle 

      // 7       width     left to right max of circle 

      // 8       height    top to bottom max of circle 

      // 9,10    Maj, Min  width of maj and min axis of elipse (oval) 

      // 11      angle     angle between elipse axes 

      // 12      circ      circularity (0-1.0) 

      // 13      AR        ?? 

      // 14      round     ?? 

      // 15      solidity   ?? 

      // 16,17  X-Y start  top center position of circle 

 

      // bx and by are the upper left hand corner of particle sphere and used in make Oval 

//routine 

      bx=newArray(2000);  

      by=newArray(2000);  

      width=newArray(2000); 

      ht=newArray(2000); 

      centerX=newArray(2000); 

      centerY=newArray(2000); 

      diam=newArray(2000); 

      ImageUsed=newArray(2000); 

      RadiatingArea=newArray(2000); 
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      BeadArea=newArray(2000); 

      IntegInt=newArray(2000); 

      BeadNo=newArray(2000); 

           //BeadInfo:  specs on location, dia, intensity, etc. of bead for saving to file.  Each 

//index for different spec 

      BeadInfo=newArray(10); 

 

      Header  =  newArray("a","a","a","a","a","a","a","a","a"); 

      Header[1]  = "Image no." ; 

      Header[2]  = "Particle no." ; 

      Header[3]  ="Bead area (mm^2)" ; 

      Header[4]  ="Radiating area (mm^2)"; 

      Header[5]  = "Integrated Int" ;  // integrated intensity .. area * Avg Int 

      Header[6]  = "Xcenter"; 

      Header[7]  =  "Ycenter"; 

      Header[8]  ="diam (mm)";  

 

      CircleThresh= 10000;         // These default values can be changed and they are also 

//requested from user input 

      MeasThresh= 40000; 

      PixPerMm = 1121; 

 

     //thresholds:  circle to define whole particle, measurement to define what is to be 

//recorded; 

      Dialog.create("Thresholds"); 
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      Dialog.addNumber("Circle threshold", CircleThresh); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Measurement threshold", MeasThresh);  

      Dialog.addNumber("Conversion: pixels/mm value:", PixPerMm);  

      Dialog.show(); 

     

      CircleThresh= Dialog.getNumber(); 

      MeasThresh= Dialog.getNumber(); 

      PixPerMm= Dialog.getNumber(); 

// print(TotalFiles); 

 

//Divides the image by the flatfield file 

 

for (ActiveFile=1;ActiveFile<=TotalFiles; ActiveFile++)   

{      //this is BIG LOOP  and goes until we have no more images to process in that 

//directory 

       open(PicFile[ActiveFile]); 

 name = File.getName(PicFile[ActiveFile]); 

 imageCalculator("Divide create", name,"flatfieldcorrected.tif"); 

    

 run("Set Scale...", "distance=1 known=1 pixel=1 unit=pixel global");   //be sure 

//scale is set to pixels 

  

      //Picture is open; 

 

           //Now ready to put in new image info so clear the results file 
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      run("Clear Results"); 

   

    setThreshold(CircleThresh, 65055);  // set limit to capture circular shape of bead 

    run("Set Measurements...", "area mean centroid bounding shape redirect=None 

decimal=9"); 

    run("Analyze Particles...", "size=10000-Infinity circularity=0.70-1.00 show=[Overlay 

Outlines] display clear"); 

 

//Lets look at pic to see if beads should be excluded 

   a=0; 

   b=0; 

   c=0; 

   d=0; 

   e=0; 

  

      Dialog.create("Bad beads?"); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Bad bead #: ",a); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Bad bead #: ",b); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Bad bead #: ",c); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Bad bead #: ",d); 

      Dialog.addNumber("Bad bead #: ",e); 

      Dialog.show(); 

     

      a= Dialog.getNumber(); 

      b= Dialog.getNumber(); 
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      c= Dialog.getNumber(); 

      d= Dialog.getNumber(); 

      e= Dialog.getNumber(); 

 

// We'll put this file in the directory where image is.  We'll use this directory for storage 

//of all data. 

       dir3 = getDirectory("Choose a Directory"); 

 

          //this is saving information on circular bead... using the lower threshold, 

//CircleThresh 

          //THIS IS THE SAME FILE NAME USED IN OTHER PLACES AS A 

//TEMPORARY HOLDING PLACE FOR INFORMATION ON BEAD OR BEADS 

       name = "CircleInfo";  

       name = name + ".txt"; 

       saveAs("Results", dir3 + name); 

     

       //close image file 

       close; 

 close; 

    

      filestring=File.openAsString(dir3 + name);   //open the file with the information on 

//the beads (center, diam, etc.) 

      rows=split(filestring, "\n");   //This is the number of beads PLUS the header row.   
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      TotalBeadsInImage=rows.length -1;   //this is number of valid beads or particles in 

//the image 

 

//cycle through beads and put the info on the beads in separate arrays 

      for(k=1; k<=TotalBeadsInImage; k++)  

              //skip header row 

       { 

             TotalNoOfBeads=TotalNoOfBeads + 1;  // number of particles found thus far 

 

              columns=split(rows[k],"\t");     //this is columns in the file 

              //first column is labeled zero, then 1, etc. 

 

              centerX[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[3]); 

              centerY[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[4]); 

              bx[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[5]);    

//bx, by:  these are upper left corner of square that would encompass bead and used to 

//draw defining  

//circle around bead when we finally measure the intensity 

              by[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[6]);  

              ImageUsed[TotalNoOfBeads]=ActiveFile;            //so we know what particle is 

//on what image    

              width[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[7]);          //width and height are also nearly 

//the diameter 

              ht[TotalNoOfBeads]=(columns[8]);  

              diam[TotalNoOfBeads]=width[TotalNoOfBeads]; 
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              BeadNo[TotalNoOfBeads]= k;   //relative bead number in this image 

              

BeadArea[TotalNoOfBeads]=PI*diam[TotalNoOfBeads]*diam[TotalNoOfBeads]/4.0;    

//Area of the whole bead 

 

              if(k==a || k==b || k==c) 

                     { diam[TotalNoOfBeads]=1;}  //bad bead make diameter very small but 

      //avoid 0 

          } 

 

//We now have info about particle sizes and positions put into arrays... and it's saved in 

//CircleInfo.  We can clear the results file. 

      run("Clear Results"); 

      

 // Open image file again.  We'll now get intensities with different threshold. 

      open(PicFile[ActiveFile]);  

 name2 = File.getName(PicFile[ActiveFile]); 

 imageCalculator("Divide create", name2,"flatfieldcorrected.tif"); 

       

 // Set the intensity threshold for making measurements  

      setThreshold(MeasThresh, 65055); 

       

         jj=0;    // this will be relative bead nmber in image, i.e., 1...n.  "i" will be the 

//absolute number of the bead 
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      for(i=TotalNoOfBeads-TotalBeadsInImage + 1; i<=TotalNoOfBeads; i++)    

 

//CYCLE THRU BEADS IN THIS IMAGE 

         { 

             jj=jj+1;               // incrementing through beads in this image 

 

//Now we'll draw circle around particles and make the diameter 10 pixels wider than the 

//original to insure that all of bead is included 

 

              makeOval(bx[i]-5, by[i]-5,diam[i]+10,diam[i]+10); 

 

               setThreshold(MeasThresh, 65055);  //Threshold set to only include significant 

//signal 

 

 //Using analyze particle we'll get a listing of all the small pieces within the circle.  No 

//circularity is needed. 

               run("Analyze Particles...", "size=0-Infinity circularity=0-1.00 show=[Overlay 

Outlines] display exclude record"); 

 

               selectWindow("Results");  //select Results-window 

             saveAs("Results", dir3 + name);  //The results window containing all the pieces 

//of ONE bead are put into our temp file, CircleInfo 

   

               filestring=File.openAsString(dir3 + name);  

               rows=split(filestring, "\n"); 
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               columns=split(filestring,"\t");  

 

 //Let's sum up the total intensity (area*avg Inten) for all the pieces within the particle 

//boundary 

 

             kk=15;    //this is the 15th element in the array and is the first area point. 

 

             IntegInt[i]=0.0; 

             RadiatingArea[i]=0.0; 

 

             while (kk<columns.length)  //kk is index of area value; kk+1 is index of average 

//intensity 

                     { 

                         RadiatingArea[i]=RadiatingArea[i]+columns[kk]; 

                         IntegInt[i]=IntegInt[i]+columns[kk] * columns[kk+1]; 

                         kk=kk+14;  //The next area value is 14 cells away 

 

                     } 

           run("Clear Results");    // get old results out of there 

          } 

 

      close;        

 close;  //close image 

  }    

//===================================================== 
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          //Now ready to output data 

 

              HeadLine=""; 

              for( j=1; j<=8;j++)   //prepare and print header 

                     {HeadLine=HeadLine+Header[j]+" \t";  } 

 

             print(HeadLine); 

 

             for(i=1; i<=TotalNoOfBeads; i++)    

//Get info on each bead measured and put into BeadInfo array (used to facilitate printing) 

                { 

                BeadInfo[1]= d2s(ImageUsed[i], 0); 

                BeadInfo[2] = d2s(BeadNo[i], 0) ; 

                BeadInfo[3] =d2s(BeadArea[i]/(PixPerMm*PixPerMm) , 6); 

                BeadInfo[4] =d2s(RadiatingArea[i]/(PixPerMm/PixPerMm), 6) ; 

                BeadInfo[5] =d2s(IntegInt[i] , 2); 

                BeadInfo[6] =d2s(centerX[i] , 2); 

                BeadInfo[7] =d2s(centerY[i] , 2); 

                BeadInfo[8] =d2s(diam[i]/PixPerMm, 6); 

 

                  OutputLine=""; 

                    

                  for ( k=1; k<=8; k++)  //concatonate for ease of printing; fields separated by 

//TABS 

                        { 
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                             OutputLine = OutputLine +BeadInfo[k]+" \t"; 

                        } 

     //--------------- 

                    print(OutputLine); 

 

                } 

//--------------- 

              print(""); 

             print(""); 

             print(d2s(PixPerMm,2)+" \t"+"pixels per mm"); 

             print(""); 

 

             for (i=1; i<=ActiveFile;i++)     

        

 //Print the file names from which the bead data were collected 

 

               {print("" + i + " \t" + PicFile[i]);} 

//-------------- 

             selectWindow("Log");  //select Log-window 

              saveAs("Text", dir3 + "Data Output.xls");   //this is the useful data output file 

} 

    } 
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